Understanding and Analyzing Data From
NHANES Overview and Basic Analyses

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Health Statistics

First Step

• Review the tutorial
• Easiest way to learn about NHANES
• Hands on

Why was this tutorial created?

• NCHS & the National Cancer Institute

(NCI) developed the web-based tutorial
to

• meet growing demands of NHANES
data users

• promote broader & more proficient
use of NHANES data

How the Tutorial Works

• Main tutorial made up of 17 modules
• Modules organized into four courses
• Survey Orientation
• Preparing Analytic Dataset
• Survey Design Factors
• Analyzing Data

What does the tutorial provide?

• Simulates a real life experience conduct analytical project from
beginning to end

• Relevant NHANES data information &
nuances

• Tips & explanations for SAS, SUDAAN
and STATA programs

• Downloadable sample program code &
analytical guidance

Tutorial: Multiple Tutorials
Survey
Main Tutorial

Dietary Data
Environmental Data
NHANES I,II & III
NHANES CMS Linked Data
Physical Activity & CV Fitness

How the Tutorial Works

• Each module is free-standing
• Can start anywhere & move around as
you wish

• later modules often build on previous
ones

• greater level of statistical &
epidemiologic knowledge assumed
for later modules

How the Tutorial Works, cont’d

•

Format varies, depending on the
module type

•

Navigational layout - split screen

• tutorial is on the left
• live NHANES website on the right
•

Analytic layout

• Annotated code
•

Animations available in each lay-out

Challenges

•
•

•
•
•

Deadline and Finite Resources

Quantity and complexity of the
information
Novice vs experienced users
NHANES vs SAS/SUDAAN focus
Moving target – Web redesign and
Data updates

Use navigation panel
to view tutorials

Use Jump Start Guide
for quick reference

Use Navigation
Panel to pick
tutorials

Use tabs to change
between tutorials

• courses for NH99+
(continuous)
• courses for NH I, II & III
• share analytic course
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Survey Orientation Course
Continuous NHANES
Web Tutorfal
Using the Tutorial

ll>Survey Orientation
1. Survey Overview
2. Navigate NHANES
Website
3. Data Structure &
Contents
Preparing an Analytic
Dataset
Survey Design Factors
NHANES Analyses
Sample Code
A-Z index
Course Registration
FAQs
Objectives
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Related Sites
NHANES III Web Tutorial
NHANES II Web Tutotial
NHANES I Web Tutorial
NHANES Dietary Data
Tutorial
NHANES Phyical Activity

NCHS Home > Tutorials > Continuous NHANES Web Tutorial
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Cont act Us:
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The Survey Orientation course includes three modules:
Module 1. Survey Overview
Module 2. Navigate NHANES Website
Module 3. Data Structure & Conte nts
These t hree modules provide a general overview of t he Continuous NHANES survey conducted since
1999, its website and data structure. NHANES contains a vast amount of data that is organized and
released in separate data files on the NHANES website. These data fi les are organized according to
certain conventions. Therefore, a thorough understanding of how information is laid out on the
NHANES website and how the data files are organized will help you be more efficient in finding t he
information you need for your analysis.
Whether you are a novice or an experienced ana lyst, we recommend that you review t his ent ire course
before starting the tutori al, as these three modules serve as a roadmap that will help you get oriented
quickly or refresh y our knowledge of NHANES.
Users who wish to pick and choose topics of interest in t his course may do so by using the navigation
bar to t he left or by using the Tutorial A-Z Index.
The course begins with Survey Overview, where you w ill learn about t he history and met hodology of
NHANES as well as some of t he ways in which NHANES data have been used in the past. I n the next
module, Navigate t he NHANES Website, you will learn where to find diffe rent documents, how to
access datasets, and how to get help with NHANES data. Finally, Data Structure & Contents will show
you how the data are organized.
The requirements for computer software, knowledge and skills are listed for your conve nience on t he
Software & Technical Requirements page. The Tech Tips page can help you troubleshoot if you run into
technical difficu lties. Before beginning t he course, please see the Jump Start Guide for mor e
information about how to use the tu torial and its featu res. To learn more about t he CEU, CME, and
CNE credit/contact hours offered for this course, see t he Course Registration page.
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Preparing an Analytic Dataset Course
Continuous NHA'NES
Web Tutorial
Using the Tutorial
Survey Orientation
~ P reparin g

an Analytic

Dataset

4. Locate Variables
5. Download Data
6. Merge & Append
Datasets
7. Review Data & Create
New Va riables
8. Format & Label
Variab les
9. Save a Dataset
Survey Design Factors
NHANES Analyses
Sample Code
A· Z index
Course Regist rat ion
FAQs
Objectives

Rel ated Sites
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The Preparing an Analytic Dat aset course includes six modules :
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Locate Va riables
Download Data Files
Aopend & Merge Datasets
Clean & Recode Data
Format & Labe l Variables
Save Dat aset

If you are new t o NHAN ES data analysis, we encourage you to approach t hese six mod ules in
seq uence. By choosing to go sequen tially through the different task s a nd st eps i n each module, y ou
will follow an order t hat resembles the real life process an a na lyst goes th ro ugh whe n preparing an
ana lytic dat aset.
If you are an ex perien ced analyst who only needs specific inform ation to help you complete an analysis
on you r own, you can pick and choose topics of interest from the navi gation bar to the l e~, or from t he
Tutori al A· Z Index. You may a lso go to t he Sample Code and Datasets page to download and modify
sam ple pro grams and dataset s for your own use .
The co mputer software, knowledge, and skills requirements are list ed For your convenience on t he
Software & Technical Requ irements page . The Tech Tips page can help you troubleshoot if you run i nt o
technic,al difficult ies. Before beginning t he course, please see the Jump Start Guide for more
inform at ion about how to use t he tu torial and its features. To learn more about the CEU, CME, and
CNE cred it/contact hours offered for t his course, see t he Course Registration page.
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Which
variables

Identify variable
names and file
locations

documentati

Download Data Sets
•

2009-2010

•
•
•

Demographic: demo_f
Body measures: bmx_f
Total nutrients day 1: dr1tot_f

• 2011-2012
• Demographic: demo_g
• Body measures: bmx_g
• Total nutrients day 1: dr1tot_g

Run SAS on your own computer
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Survey Design Factors Course
Continuous NHANES
Web Tutorial
Using the Tutorial
Survey Orientation
Prepari ng an Analytic
Dataset
i.-survey Design Factors

10. Sample Design
11. Weighting
12 . Va riance Estimation
NHANES Ana lyses
Sample Code
A-Z index
Course Reg istration
FAQs
Objectives
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Rela t ed Sites

NHANES III Web Tutorial
NHANES II Web Tutorial
NHANES I Web Tutorial
NHANES Dietary Data
Tutori al
NHANES Phyical Activity
and Cardiovascular
Fitness Data Tutorial

NCHS Home > Tutorials > Cont inuous NHANES Web Tutorial
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The Survey Design Factors cou rse includes three modules:
Module 10. Sample Design
Module 11. We ighting
Module 12. Va riance Estimation
These t hree modules provide an overview of the design features for the Continuous NHANES samples,
as well as how to co rrect ly accou nt for these design featu res in analyses.
The Sample Design module describes the complex sampling design of NHAN ES, wh ich includes multi
stage, unequal probabilit y, and cluster sampling methods. This module also explains how to specify
sampling parameters in an analysis. The Weighti ng module d escribes how NHANES weights are
ca lculated t o t ake into account survey nonresponse, oversampling, post-strat ification, and sampling
error. More important ly, this module t eaches how t o select t he correct weights fo r an analysis. The
Va riance Estimati on module introduces met hods to calcu lat e variance estimates and degrees of
freedom .
These modules w ill provide analysts w ho are new to HANES with an in-depth knowledge of the
survey™s sampli ng and weight ing procedures and basic too ls for ca lcu lating variance estimates.
The comput er software, kn owledge, and ski lls requirement s are listed for y our conven ience on the
Software & Technical Requirements page. The Tech Tips page can help you t roubleshoot if you run into
technica l difficulties. Before beginning t he course, please see the Ju mp Start Guide for more
informat ion about how to use the t utorial an d its features.To learn more about the CEU, CME, and CNE
credit/contact hour s offered for t his course, see the Course Registration page.
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E-mail
questions about
activities or
products

Disseminates
Information on
NHANES data
releases, activities,
and products and
provides for sharing
of analytic strategies

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes.htm

